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KERI SYSTEMS RELEASES ENTRAGUARD TELEPHONE ENTRY UNIT

Provides integrated access control and telephone entry.

San Jose, CA – October 21, 2005 – The Entraguard Platinum is the newest in Keri's
Entraguard telephone entry product line, with the largest capacity and biggest display Keri
offers. The Platinum has a 5,000 tenant capacity, more than enough to handle nearly any large
project, and also has two large font sizes: 3/8 inch for ten name display and 1/2 inch for seven
name display, adjustable on demand by the visitor. The unit is designed for durability and
weather resistance with a tough 14-gauge stainless steel enclosure. Recess mount kit, hood,
camera, handset, and No-Phone-Line are available as options. Additionally, the Platinum can
also be fitted with PXL-500 Tiger Controller and SB-593 Satellite Expansion Board to
provide one or two door card access capability within the unit itself. Each unit can be
programmed with three rotating messages for display

Like its sister products, Entraguard Gold and Entraguard Titanium, the Platinum provides the
best telephone entry/access control marriage available by letting the Entraguard function as a
node on a PXL access controller network and putting both functions under the acclaimed Doors
software umbrella. Up to six units can share a single phone line, and it supports up to a six digit
directory code and 15 digit phone number. The Entraguard Platinum also has two extra relay
outputs that can be used in a variety of ways, including turning on a lobby light, unlocking an
interior door, etc., by tone commands from the tenant's location or based on an access granted
decision. An on-board modem is included for remote programming.

ABOUT KERI SYSTEMS:
Keri Systems is a leading provider of integrated card access control, telephone entry, and video badging
systems. Located in the heart of California’s famed Silicon Valley at 1530 Old Oakland Road, Suite 100,
San Jose, CA, 95112, USA, the company continues to enhance its leadership in controller and proximity
technology by offering a suite of products and services for customers requiring more than just basic
access control hardware and software.

